
Intella 1.6 Release Notes 

Highlights 

 Share cases over a network with Intella TEAM Manager. 

 Index cell phone dumps made with Cellebrite and XRY. This allows for mixing call and messaging 

data, emails and documents in a single case, for uniform reviewing and exporting. 

 The new Dongle Manager lets dongle owners inspect their current licenses and fetch and apply 

updates from the Vound server with a single click. 

 Case folders are now completely self-contained, meaning that items can be exported and 

previewed without access to the original evidence files. This makes these operations faster and 

more reliable. 

 A translation framework allows Intella’s user interface to be translated to other languages. 

Various translations are being worked on. 

General 
 This release has the ability to switch between different languages, based on the language 

profiles that are available in the languages subfolder in Intella’s installation folder. We are 

working with several resellers on getting Intella translated to other languages. 

 Contacts found in e.g. PST files, cell phones or as vCard files are now handled in a better way: 

they are displayed more naturally and with more detail in the Previewer, are exported as vCards 

when using Original Format, and can now also be exported to a PST. 

 All case-specific preferences like tagging settings, chosen table columns, etc., are now stored in 

a single, simple to understand text file, stored in the case folder as prefs\case.prefs. This allows 

for manual editing of the file as well as copying a template file to new cases. 

 Several stability and performance improvements. 

 Rearranged some options in the Preferences dialog. 

 Resolved an issue with the application not exiting properly, locking access to the case until the 

machine was rebooted. 

License Management 
 Intella 1.6 starts bundling a new Dongle Manager. This application shows all connected Vound 

dongles and displays the licenses that they hold. When the PC running the Dongle Manager is 

connected to the Internet, the Dongle Manager can on the user’s request contact the Vound 

license server to see if there are any updates available for a dongle. These updates are then 

downloaded and applied to the dongle fully automatically. 

 Resolved an issue with Intella not starting when using a Remote Desktop (RDP) session, even 

though a dongle with a valid license was present. This fix only applies to Intella 1.6 and newer. 

For Intella 1.5.x the patched dongle driver that we distribute remains necessary. 



Case Management 
 Various buttons in the Case Manager have been grouped behind a single “Add…” button, which 

opens a new dialog with all case adding options and explanations. 

 The Case Manager table has been replaced with a list that shows the details of the currently 

selected case only. This makes the information a lot easier to oversee, allows for better display 

of long textual values and was necessary to accommodate the new remote case functionality. 

 When opening the Case Manager, its last position, window size and last used case is restored. 

 The Intella version used to create a case is now shown. 

 The Case Manager now has its own folder with log files, independent of any case-specific log 

files. Any issues related to the creation, exporting or importing of cases will now be logged in 

these log files. 

 When removing a case in the Case Manager, the user now needs to mark a checkbox to 

explicitly trigger (and approve of) the removal of the associated case folder from the file system. 

Indexing 
 Cell phone data extracted with Cellebrite and XRY can now be added to a case, making artifacts 

like phone calls, text messages, emails and images extracted from cell phones searchable. To use 

this functionality, export out the contents of these dumps as an XML report and add those as a 

Folder or Cell Phone source to the Intella case. A case can hold multiple cell phone extracts, 

allowing one to investigate any number of phones at once, even mixing data obtained with both 

Cellebrite and XRY in the same case. 

 All extracted items (emails, attachments, embedded images, etc.) are now stored inside the case 

folder. This ensures that results can always be exported when the user upgrades to a newer 

version and does not reindex. Also this makes previewing and exporting faster and more 

reliable. 

 As all extracted items are now stored in the case folder, there is no need to access the original 

evidence files after indexing anymore, except when the user wants to reindex the case. 

Consequently, all functionalities related to setting evidence paths have been removed. 

 The Add Source wizard has been simplified by the removal of the parameters that control 

whether MD5 hashes, message hashes, duplicate counts and near-duplicate hashes are 

calculated, what the maximum size of the indexed items is and whether deleted items should be 

recovered from PST files. These options are typically all left on and generally did little for 

speeding up indexing when turned off. The “create sources for mail files” option has been 

renamed to “index mail archives”. 

 Greatly improved the indexing speed of IMAP mail folders. 

 Resolved an issue with a case not accepting any new sources after an IMAP source had been 

added to it. 

 Improved the error that is shown when the user tries to index a write-protected NSF file. 

 When validation of Lotus Notes has failed, a warning is now also displayed in the folder selection 

screen when defining a new Folder source. 



 Improved the parsing of email senders and receivers to handle more standard-violating formats 

that we have encountered in the field. 

 Improved text and image extraction on MS Office and PDF documents. 

Searching 
 Added a Phone Number facet. This facet gathers all phone numbers from cell phones as well as 

any phone numbers found in vCard files and PST contacts. 

 The Date facet has been reorganized: the Sent and Received fields are now at the top of the list 

and have been made the default selected fields. A “Called” field has been added for searching 

phone calls that were made within a certain date interval. 

 The Type facet has been extended with several new document types, e.g. RSS feeds, faxes, voice 

mails, meeting requests, appointments, etc. The Messaging & Scheduling category has been split 

up in a Communications category and a separate Scheduling category. 

 The Keyword Search Quick Reference has been improved to cover wildcards and proximity 

searching in more detail. 

 Improved the Saved Searches facet to distinguish the local user’s saved searches from those 

made by others working on the same case. 

 Resolved an issue with saved searches not storing a search properly when a keyword search 

started with a wildcard. 

Tagging 
 Usability improvements in the tag rename dialog. 

Results 
 Since Intella 1.5 folders can be returned as search results. Folders could not yet be tagged in the 

Tree tab nor where they hyperlinked. This has been fixed. 

 Every item in the case now has a unique item ID (a positive number) associated with it. These 

numbers are shown in the Previewer’s window title bar, the Item ID column in the Details table, 

and in any user events visible to the TEAM Managers and TEAM Reviewers when connected to a 

shared case. One can directly open a numbered item by using the “Preview Item…” option in the 

View menu. 

 When the user moves from item to item with the Previewer’s Next and Previous buttons, the 

currently selected tab will now stay selected. 

 Resolved an issue with the Tree tab in the Previewer not showing the children of folders and 

certain other nodes. 

 Resolved an issue with folder names not being shown in all appropriate places. 

 The Name column has been renamed to File Name to make it less ambiguous. 

Exporting 
 Contacts can now be exported to a PST file. 

 The content of the various load file exports has been improved based on customer feedback. 



 Renamed the “Terms…” option in the Export menu to “Words…” to make it consistent with the 

Words tab in the Previewer. 

 The wizard through which the Cluster Map graph could be stored has been replaced by a much 

simpler file chooser. 

 Minor usability improvements in the export of the Details table to a CSV file. 

TEAM 
 When using a TEAM Manager license, the Case Manager now shows a Share button. Through 

this button one can provide access to the case over the network to other users that have a 

TEAM Manager or TEAM Reviewer license. This eliminates the need to share case files, evidence 

files and work reports between the investigators working on the same case. Remote case access 

is password-protected. 

Upgrade Notes 
 Cases made with older Intella versions cannot be opened in Intella 1.6. In the upcoming 1.6.1 

release an upgrade function will be included for upgrading cases made with a 1.5.x version to 

the 1.6 format. 


